
AG PROFESSIONAL™

The long and short of it is – quality. Every component is made  
with the highest quality possible for the best performing,  
longest wearing broom Atlas Graham builds.

Bolt-on handle is reversible to encourage even wear on the  
fibres. When properly maintained, this doubles the service life of  
a professional broom. The brace provides protection against 
shearing stress, so handle breakage and damaged threads will 
never wear you down.

The strongest braced broom built
These fully assembled, braced push brooms are ready to work in Canada's toughest workplace 
environments. The bolt-on handle and brace eliminate broken hardware and worn threads. 
Every professional deserves this broom in his or her truck.

item  size [in.] fibre  packaging pack

99941 18

fine assembled99942 24 4

99943 36

99946 18

medium99947 24 assembled 4

99948 36

99951 18

coarse99952 24 assembled 4

99953 36

99957 18 x-coarse assembled 4
99958 24

why Is thIs the toughest broom In canada?

■  Handle is 60 x 11/8 inches in diameter with a metal 
brace and bolt-on connector for maximum 
ergonomic comfort, strength and durability. The 
handle can be reversed for even wear to extend  
the life of the fibres.

■  Kiln-dried hardwood with quality staple-set fibres 
means the block resists warping. Fibres remain 
secure within the block.

■  Quality components improve durability and  
service life over value-conscious models.

x-coarsecoarsemediumfine

Full range of sweeping for  
indoor and outdoor performance.

one tough broom
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TIP: Typically, x-coarse and coarse 
brooms are used outdoors. The fine 
broom has flagged fibres for dust 
control when sweeping indoors.

indoor outdoor

Get outdoors and work; this is one tough broom.

Fibre end-caps are colour coded 
to indicate specific uses.
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